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Abstract
The ability to penetrate subsurfaces and perform sample acquisition at depths of meters is critical for future NASA
in-situ exploration missions to bodies in the solar system, including Mars, Europa, and Enceladus. A corer/sampler
was developed with the goal of acquiring pristine samples by reaching depths on Mars beyond the oxidized and
sterilized zone. The developed rotary-hammering coring drill, called Auto-Gopher, employs a piezoelectric actuated
percussive mechanism for breaking formations and an electric motor rotates the bit to remove the powdered cuttings.
This sampler is a wireline drill that is incorporated with an inchworm mechanism allowing thru cyclic coring and
core removal to reach great depths. The penetration rate is optimized by simultaneously activating the percussive
and rotary motions of the Auto-Gopher. The percussive mechanism is based on the Ultrasonic/Sonic Drill/Corer
(USDC) mechanism, which is driven by a piezoelectric stack, demonstrated to require low axial preload. The AutoGopher has been produced taking into account the lessons learned from the development of the Ultrasonic/Sonic
Gopher that was designed as a percussive ice drill and was demonstrated in Antarctica in 2005 to reach about 2
meters deep. A field demonstration of the Auto-Gopher is currently being planned with the objective of reaching as
deep as 3 to 5 meters in tufa formation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main goals of NASA robotic exploration of the solar system is the search for life, water and potential
resources for human exploration missions. The detection of potential biosignatures and biomarkers, for both extant
and extinct life forms, requires in-situ acquisition of a sample below the surface. The analysis for biosignatures in
the subsurface sample would be one of the major objectives of either an in-situ or sample return missions. Since
water is an important requirement for extraterrestrial life “as we imagine it”, the exploration target for potential
future NASA missions includes bodies that have had, or do have, water near the surface including Mars, Europa,
and Enceladus. There are several reasons to require samples that are at depth that is greater than 2 meters including
highly oxidizing (Mars), high radiation (Europa) and cold/vacuum (Encleadus) environments where life and water
cannot exist. For the past 3 years, a joint JPL and Honeybee study has been underway to develop a prototype
wireline coring drill, called the Auto-Gopher, for drilling as deep as 3 to 5 meters. This system can be scaled to
virtually any depth and can potentially acquire samples from as deep as hundreds of meters. The drill is designed to
acquire both powdered cuttings and cores, where the generated cuttings have fine particle sizes [Blake et al., 2003]
that could be used directly by many of the analyzers that were/are being developed for the various potential NASA
exploration missions. Further, the acquired cores preserve the subsurface stratigraphy and trapped volatiles
providing important scientific information about the subsurface.
The developed penetrator/sampler overcomes challenges that are inherent to other deep drills that include being
heavy and require high axial preload. Rather than using a long drill or a mechanism that involves adding
components and mass to the penetrator bit in order to reach great depths, the Auto-Gopher produces the borehole
cyclically by reeling it down via an active tethered mechanism. Once the coring bit reaches its maximum internally
available room/length, the drill is reeled back out of the formed borehole, the core is removed and the coring process
is resumed from the deeper borehole that was formed. The Auto-Gopher combines rotary, hammering, and
anchoring mechanisms, where the latter provides torque preload against the sidewall of the borehole for the
penetration mechanism. Generally, percussion and rotation have long been the preferred methods of penetrating
materials and formations. Percussion is very effective in fracturing hard, brittle materials like stone and ceramics,
whereas rotation is more effective on soft and/or ductile materials such as wood, plastics, and metals. One
advantage of rotary drills is the effective removal of cuttings from the borehole via the flutes on the bit. Percussion
fractures the material, but continues to hammer at the powdered cuttings inside the borehole unless they are

removed. This wasted energy that could go into penetrating the medium limits the depth of penetration. Therefore,
combining rotation and percussion produces a highly effective penetration mechanism. Existing hammer-drills
produce their hammering either pneumatically or mechanically. While the rotation in the Auto-Gopher is actuated
by a set of electromagnetic motors, the hammering is generated by the piezoelectric mechanism called the
Ultrasonic/Sonic Driller/Corer (USDC) that was demonstrated to require low axial load for its operation. Recently,
a breadboard and fully assembled Auto-Gopher were produced and the latter was tested to reach 2 meters depth.
Currently, improvements of the mechanism are underway while plans are being made for conducting field test to
reach as deep as 3 to 5 meters in a tufa formation.

2.0 THE USDC MECHANISM
Many common mechanisms of sampling require high axial forces and holding torques, consume high power, are
inefficient in duty cycling, and they also require heavy equipment. To address these limitations, the JPL’s
Advanced Technologies Group [http://ndeaa.jpl.nasa.gov] developed the USDC mechanism (Figure 1) [Bar-Cohen
et al., 1999; Bao et al., 2003; Bar-Cohen and Zacny, 2009]. This development was followed with many
improvements that were disclosed in NASA New Technology Reports and patents [for example, Aldrich et al.,
2008; Badescu et al., 2006a; 2006b; Bao et al. 2004; 2010; Bar-Cohen et al. 1999; 2003; 2005; 2008; 2010; BarCohen and Sherrit. 2003a; 2003b; Dolgin et al. 2001; Sherrit et al. 2001; 2002; 2003; 2006; 2006; 2008; 2009;
2010a; 2010b]. The USDC requires low axial force making it attractive for operation in low gravity environments
allowing to drill and core hard formations using relatively small preload and low mass hardware. Also, it is driven
by either continuous or duty cycling allowing effective use of its driving power. The USDC was demonstrated to: 1)
drill ice and various rocks including granite, diorite, basalt and limestone; 2) operate at low and high temperatures;
and 3) host integrated sensors for measuring various properties. A series of modifications of the USDC basic
configuration led to the development of the Ultrasonic/sonic Rock Abrasion Tool (URAT), the Lab-on-a-drill,
Ultrasonic/Sonic Gopher for deep ice drilling, the Auto-Gopher for deep drilling in rocks and regolith, and many
others.
The USDC consists of three key components: actuator, free-mass and bit (Figure 1) [Bao et al, 2003], where
the actuator acts as a hammering mechanism hitting the free-mass and thus the bit fractures the medium underneath.
The actuator is driven by a piezoelectric stack having backing designed to forward the generated impact power and
in the front a horn is used for amplifying the induced displacements. The piezoelectric stack is driven in resonance,
which is about 20-kHz in the basic configuration, and is held by a stress bolt in compression to prevent fracture
during operation. In contrast to typical ultrasonic drills, which have the bit physically connected to the horn, in the
USDC the actuator hammers a free flying mass (free-mass) that bounces between the horn tip and the top of the bit
converts the ultrasonic impacts to sonic frequency hammering blows. The impacts of the free-mass generate stress
pulses at the interface of the bit and the rock. The impact stress pulses propagate and fracture the rock when its
ultimate strain is exceeded.

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the USDC cross-section (left) showing its configuration, and a photograph
showing its ability to drill with minimum axial force (right).

3.0 THE AUTO-GOPHER – BACKGROUND
The main feature of the Auto-Gopher is its wireline operation [Bar-Cohen et al., 2005; Bar-Cohen and Zacny, 2009].
The drill is essentially suspended on a tether and all the motors and mechanisms are built into a tube that ends with a
coring bit (Figure 2). The tether provides the mechanical connection to a rover/lander on a surface as well as the

power and data communication. Upon reaching
r
the taarget depth, thee drill is retraccted from the produced borehhole by
a pulley sy
ystem, which caan be either on
n the surface orr integrated intoo a top part of the drill itself.

Figure 2: A conventionaal drill string vss. a wireline drrill.
The competing drill designs
d
includee the continuou
us drill string ssystem (Figuree 2) where, as the drill gets ddeeper,
new drill sections have to
o be added. Th
herefore, this reequires drill seections that addd greatly to thee mass of the syystem.
Also, it requires a drill string feeding mechanism, such
s
as a carouusel and matinng connections between eacch drill
string, whiich increases th
he system com
mplexity. An additional
a
disaadvantage of thhe continuous ddrill string sysstem is
that the po
ower, which is required to co
onvey the cuttin
ngs from greatt depths, will bbe prohibitivelly large due too auger
drag. The wireline approach solves th
his problem sin
nce the power, required for cconveying the sample to a caaching
chamber lo
ocated above th
he drill assemb
bly, is always th
he same.
Generaally, wireline sy
ystems involvee mechanical complexity
c
of ppackaging mottors and actuattors into a slim
m tube.
In addition
n, as opposed to
o continuous drill
d string systeems where thee Weight on Bit (WoB), also known as prelooad, is
provided by
b a lander or a rover, the WO
OB in wireline systems is proovided by anchhoring the drill to the boreholee wall.
The anchoring locks the upper section of the drill usin
ng an internal screw to push on the drillingg mechanism aand the
drill bit itsself. This is an
a added advan
ntage of the wireline
w
drills ssince the WoB
B of the continnuous drill sysstem is
limited by the weight of the
t lander/roveer itself.
The Au
uto-Gopher alsso overcomes challenges
c
thatt are inherent tto deep ice driills including m
melting or hott-water
drills that are
a used to drilll pure ice [Zim
mmerman, 200
02]. The main ddisadvantage oof the prior drillls is their highh mass
and complex fixtures thaat cannot be caarried with a sm
mall rover. Allso, hot-water ddrills and otheer melt probes do not
ore, they requiire a source off large amountt of ultra-cleann water, they hhave high pow
wer requiremennts and
produce co
they are difficult to operaate in ice with sediments
s
or permafrost, or w
when large rockks are present.
Other, non-traditionaal drilling techn
nologies (laserr, electron beaam, microwavee, jet, etc.) usuually are comppetitive
plications thatt are time limitted and not po
ower/mass lim
mited as is typiccal for space sscience applicaations.
only in app
Generally, future space missions wou
uld not have enough powerr (or rather ellectrical energgy) to employy these
“modern” drilling techn
nologies. In contrast,
c
the developed
d
low
w mass Auto-G
Gopher uses llow power annd low
WOB/prelo
oad, and it is not constrained by the masss of a lander/roover to penetraate a formationn and acquire cores.
Acquired cores
c
would reetain the stratig
graphy (and vo
olatiles if pres ent) to providee significant sccientific inform
mation
about the layered
l
structu
ure with inclussions and potential organism
ms, as well as ccontain trappeed volatiles andd their
valuable in
nformation.
The main
m
disadvantaage of the wiireline system is a possibillity of borehole collapse. However, sincce the
developed drill will be deeployed in ice or
o ice-cement ground,
g
the rissk is low at deppths of less thann 20 m.
4.0 THE BREADBOA
ARD OF THE AUTO-GOPH
HER
The first step in producing the Auto-G
Gopher as a wiireline unit connsisted of fabrricating a breaddboard with a motor
rotating th
he bit from thee side. This unit
u allowed the
t developmeent and optimiization of the performance of the
piezoelectrric actuator thaat is to be used
d to drive perccussive mechannism of the Auuto-Gopher. T
The bit was m
made of
aluminum onto which a steel crown ring, with brazeed tungsten carrbide teeth, waas screwed. T
The bit was designed
with flutes to propel the cuttings
c
upwarrd out of the fo
ormed boreholee and at the topp end of the fluute a hole was drilled
to provide a window for entry of the po
owdered cuttin
ngs into the chaamber above th
the formed core. This removved the

powder fro
om the drilled surface and allows for colleection of cuttinngs sample forr subsequent aanalysis. To teest the
performancce of the breaadboard a testb
bed was constructed that alllows for conttrolling the prreload and thee drive
parameterss of the drill (speed, power, etc.). In add
dition, the drilll was mountedd onto a sliderr to allow the whole
assembly to
t move freely
y in the drilling
g direction. In
n parallel, usinng Matlab andd Labview softtware was deveeloped
that allowss for modeling the dynamics of various con
nfigurations off the USDC andd several desiggns were testedd. The
results werre used to optiimize the desig
gn of the integ
grated Auto-Goopher. A photto of the breaddboard mounted onto
the testbed
d and an illustraation of the corring bit cross-ssection are show
wn in Figure 33.

Figure 3: The
T breadboard
d on the testbeed and a cross-ssection the coriing bit

5.0 TH
HE FABRICA
ATION AND
D TESTING OF THE AU
UTO-GOPHE
ER
Using the results of the analysis,
a
fabriccation and testiing of the breaadboard, the fuull size Auto-G
Gopher was designed
and produ
uced (Figure 4). This fullly assembled Auto-Gopherr employs a piezoelectric actuated perccussive
mechanism
m for providing
g impacts and a cluster of 3 motors are uused for rotatinng the coring bit with augerr. This
wireline drrill allows corin
ng and core rem
moval from depths limited onnly by the lenggth of a deploym
ment tether.
The ou
utside diameterr of the coring
g bit is 72 mm
m. The lengthh of the drill is 2 m and it weighs 20 kg. The
powdered cuttings are moved
m
up the au
uger flutes and
d fall into the ccuttings chambber (i.e., chip compartment) above
the core ch
hamber. Upon
n reaching a co
ore length of 10
0 cm, the Autoo-Gopher is rettracted and thee cuttings cham
mber is
emptied an
nd the core is reemoved. In orrder to reduce the
t drill compleexity and the rrisk of having tthe drill gettingg stuck
if the core cannot be sheared, the Auto
o-Gopher currently does not hhave core catchhing capabilitiies. However, future
Gopher will bee developed wiith an auto-corre catching feaature employing core-dogs orr other
generation of the Auto-G
core break off mechanism
m [Badescu et al., 2009a; Bad
descu et al., 20009b; Badescuu et al., 2009c].. The drill usees a set
of three pllates to push against the waall of the boreehole and anchhors itself. Thhe WoB is proovided by inteernally
actuated baall screw and an
a integrated lo
oad cell providees a force feedb
dback.
The sy
ystem level tessting of the Au
uto-Gopher waas performed in a 2 meter bblock of Texaas Limestone hhaving
strength off 25 MPa (Fig
gure 5). We performed
p
two
o different testss of reaching a 2 meter depthh. In the first teest, we
used the ro
otary-only mod
de of drilling, while
w
during th
he 2nd round off tests, we usedd the full rotarry-percussive ddrilling
capability where
w
the perccussion was pieezo-driven by the
t USDC mecchanism.
During
g the rotary-on
nly test, the av
verage power was
w 90 Watt att 25% efficienncy, i.e. the power required tto drill
was 25 Waatts while the rest was attrib
buted to electrical/mechanicaal losses. The rrotational speed was 90 rpm and it
took 15 minutes to drill 10 cm long co
ore (i.e. penetrration rate wass 40 cm per hoour). Drilling tto 2 meter deppth and
recovering
g of cores every
y 10 cm took a total time of 15
1 hours (a sinngle step of driilling 10 cm annd retrieving thhe core
was 45 min
nutes). A pho
oto of the form
med core is show
wn in Figure 6. Total energgy to reach thee 2 m depth waas 500
W.hr. The Weight on Bitt was limited to
o less than 70 Newton.
N
The coores recovery w
was 100% succcessful.
t piezo-actuated percussiv
ve system was turned-on thee required augeer power decreeased by 20%. It is
When the
probably due
d to the redu
uction of the to
orque that is reequired to movve the cuttings up the auger and the reducttion of
auger drag
g. The piezo system
s
was viibrated at 5 kH
Hz and it reqquired approxim
mately 60 Waatts of power. It is
interesting to note that th
he cuttings weere packed in the
t cuttings chhamber and, heence, this cuttiings chamber ccan be
made smalller in the next generation sysstem.

Figure 4: The
T componen
nts of the Auto--Gopher.

Figure 5: Drilling
D
progresss into 2 meter high limestonee column.

Figure 6: The recovered
d core samples were 57 mm
m diameter andd 100 mm lonng. The cores recovery was 100%
successful..

6. SUMMARY
An Auto-Gopher, which is a wireline drill, was developed for deep drilling in potential future in-situ exploration
missions. The drill operates cyclically coring, uploading the acquired core, downloading the drill into the borehole,
and repeating the process. The design of the Auto-Gopher was based on lessons learned from the operation of an ice
drill version that was demonstrated in Antarctica reaching about 2-meter deep. The drill is a rotary-hammering
mechanism that combines rotation by a motor and percussive actuation by the ultrasonic/sonic driller/corer (USDC)
mechanism. The latter is a drilling technique that requires low axial preload and has been the subject of extensive
studies at JPL. To allow effective design of the USDC, it was analytical modeled to predict its performance and
produce a drill with optimized performance. A breadboard and fully assembled Auto-Gopher units were produced
and tested. The latter was demonstrated to reach 2-meters deep in limestone using both rotary-only and rotation and
percussive drilling, where the addition of the percussion was observed to reduce the required auger power by 20%.
While the capability of the developed Auto-Gopher is currently being improved, plans are underway to field test it to
reach 3 to 5 meters deep in tufa formation.
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